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Welcome!
Jane Rowland
Operations Director, Troubador Publishing

Welcome to The 2nd Self-Publishing Conference, taking place again in the
lovely Stamford Hall Conference Centre. I hope the conference answers
many of your questions about self-publishing and introduces you to some
interesting fellow writers.

Included in your delegate’s pack is your personalised timetable, highlighting
the sessions you chose when you registered for the conference. If you’d like
to switch sessions during the day, please contact the staff on the conference
reception desk and they will be happy to help. There is venue map in the
centre pages as well, to help you find your way.

I hope you enjoy the day and go home filled with information, ideas and
enthusiasm. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank the speakers for so
enthusiastically supporting the conference and for offering such a wide range
of workshops. 

Throughout the day we shall be tweeting from sessions (@matadorbooks
#SPConf14) and recording speakers and delegates, so that we can make
information from the conference available to a wider audience via the
internet after the event. 

After the conference, please give us your feedback via our anonymous online
survey to help us organise a better conference next year!

4
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Keynote 9.3010.15

Self-publishing in a
wider publishing
world

Alysoun Owen 
Editor, Writers’ & Artists’  Yearbook

Gilbert Murray Hall

Alysoun Owen is a publisher with over 20 years’ experience as a
commissioning editor and in running her own publishing consultancy
business. She has been the Editor of the Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook and the
Children’s Writers’ & Artists’  Yearbook for three years and is a regular
speaker on how to get published at literary festivals and writers’ events. 

We are thrilled that Alysoun has agreed to deliver the keynote to this
year’s Conference, and are sure that her view on the publishing industry
and the rise of self-publishing in particular will create much comment
amongst delegates and speakers.
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A   Work successfully with bookshops and libraries to 
sell your book

Sarah Taylor (Matador)
Maggie Boyd (Leicestershire Library Services)
Debbie James (The Bookshop, Kibworth)

A look at how the UK books trade works, the differences 
between print on demand distribution and traditional
distribution and how local libraries and bookshops can help indie
authors sell their books

B   Choosing a selfpublishing services provider 

Jeremy Thompson (Troubador) 
with Alysoun Owen (Editor, Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook)

How can you tell a good from a bad selfpublishing company? This
session is run by Jeremy Thompson (Troubador) and Alysoun
Owen (Writers’ and Artists’ Yearbook) and offers advice for
authors looking for guidance when choosing a selfpublishing
company. 

C   Working successfully with your printer

Neil Clarke (TJ International)

TJ International are a leading UK book printer, working in both
digital and litho print. They work with major publishers and
individual authors alike, and in this seminar will be giving an

6
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insight into print processes and helping authors understand how
they can best work with a printing company.

D   Workshop: Beginnings, Middle and Endings. 
Structuring a Children’s book

Louise Jordan (The Writers’ Advice Centre for Children)

Looking at how to create a workable structure for your
children’s book. Participants were invited to submit a 100 word
pitch for their book which Louise will use as the basis for this
workshop.

E    Creating the best media pitch for your book

Ben Cameron (Cameron Publicity and Marketing)

Looking to create the best marketing plan you can for your self
published book? This seminar will show you how to draw up a
knockout marketing plan.

7

SESSION 1      10.15 11.15

See page 1415 for a map of the venue and seminar rooms
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A    The importance for new authors of an author 
website

Aimee Bell (Author Design Studio)

A website is an essential tool to help authors market both
themselves and their work... yet many authors don’t know
where to start. In this session, Aimee looks at the process of
creating a website and the options available.

B    How to work successfully with an editor

Helen Byrant (Cornerstones)

The most frequent criticism of selfpublished books is that they
are full of errors; the best way to avoid that is to work with an
experienced editor. In this session, Helen examines all aspects of
working with an editor to achieve the best results for a
manuscript.

C  Working with a children’s book illustrator 

Dave Hill (Freelance iIlustrator)

Learn how to work with a book illustrator to get the best
possible pictures for your book in this session by experienced
illustrator, Dave Hill. 

8
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D    Workshop: Writing a successful press release

Helen McCusker

We all know that marketing is an essential part of self
publishing, but one that many authors find challenging. In this
interactive workshop, Helen will be looking at how to put
together a successful press release – one that will grab
attention!

E    Reviewing the review

Helen Hollick (Reviews editor, Historical Novel Society)

This session looks at why it is important to present your book at
its best. Helen will consider what reviewers at the Historical
Novel Society look for in selfpublished books, as well as offering
advice on how to handle getting a poor review on sites such as
Amazon or Goodreads. 

F    From selfpublishing to mainstream and back again

Polly Courtney (Independent author)

Polly’s selfpublishing success earned her a threebook deal with
HarperCollins imprint Avon. But at the release of It's a Man’s
World in 2011, Courtney returned to selfpublishing, turning her
back on the mainstream to continue to selfpublish. Learn why
from this inspirational author!

9
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A    Promoting your book to online bookshops

Steve Potter (Wordery)

This session will focus on the ways in which authors can work
with retailers and the importance of selfpromotion. The session
covers topics such as social media, affiliates schemes, working
with your local bookshop and creating your own website or blog.

B    SelfPublishing a children’s book – manuscript, 
market, materials

Ben Cameron (Cameron Publicity and Marketing)
Jeremy Thompson (Troubador)

Do you want to learn how to avoid the common pitfalls when
selfpublishing a children’s book? From the cost of full colour
printing to the materials most suited to your project, plus an
overview of the children’s book market today, this session also
gives you some marketing ideas.  

C  Creating and marketing your ebook 

Rachel Gregory (Ebook Programme Manager, Matador)
Rosie Grindrod (Marketing Assistant, Matador)

How easy is it to publish, distribute and sell your ebook? Rosie
and Rachel will talk you through the key stages of producing and
marketing an ebook. 

SESSION 3 14.00  15.15
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D    Ebook Publishing with Kobo 

Diego Marano (Kobo Writing Life)

Learn how to selfpublish your ebook using Kobo’s online
services. 

E    Workshop: The importance of cover design
(including the ‘Cover Clinic’)

Terry Compton (Head of Production, Matador)
Aimee Bell (Author Design Studio)

Terry Compton, Head of Production at Matador, and Aimee Bell
from the Author Design Studio, look at the importance of cover
design in commercialising selfpublished books and overcoming
that ‘selfpublished’ stigma. The workshop includes an
interactive ‘cover clinic’ where attendees can get feedback on
their inprogress book covers.

SESSION 3 14.00  15.15
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A    Successful promotions for children’s authors

Ben Cameron (Cameron Publicity and Marketing)

Ben has worked in book marketing for many years, both with
commercially published and selfpublished authors. Here he
looks at how to go about creating an effective marketing
campaign for children’s books, many of the ideas can be carried
forward to marketing of other genres.

B    Using your existing author website to the full

Aimee Bell (Author Design Studio)

This session is specifically designed for authors who already
have a website and would like further direction into making the
most of their online author platform and receive advice on
useful tool to get better results from their website. 

C  Maximise the Benefits of Bibliographic Data 

Clive Herbert (Nielsen Book) 

Bibliographic data might not be sexy, but it makes a massive
difference to how your book will sell – or not. Learn how to
maximise your sales by ensuring that the information about
your book is accurate and as full as possible.

SESSION 4 15.30  16.30
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D    Workshop: Interview techniques, preparing for 
your first media interview

Helen McCusker (Booked PR)

Once your marketing is under way, give yourself the skill and
confidence of handling a media interview by attending this
handy workshop. Helen will talk you through all the key points
you need to know to shine at author interviews

E    Working with an Editor 

Cressida Downing (The Book Analyst)

This session will show authors what an editor will expect, how
they can save money by doing a few simple things before they
contact an editor and what to look out for when choosing an
editor. 

SESSION 4 15.30  16.30
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The Conference Manager, Lauren Lewis, will be based at the main reception throughout
the conference. If you have any queries, please contact her or a member of her staff, who
will be happy to help. There will also be a room ‘host’ available in each of the conference
room should you need assistance. 

Conference staff can be identified by their Self-Publishing Conference black sweatshirts.

Coffee and Tea
Hospitality breaks will take place in the Hospitality Lounge, where coffee and tea
are available to delegates.

Toilets
These are located at the front of the Gilbert Murray Hall, to the left of Reception;
and at the far end of the Front Lobby.

Lunch
A full buffet lunch will be held in the John Foster Hall, located opposite the Stamford
Court Conference Centre on the other side of Manor Road.  Conference staff will
be on hand to direct you.

Disability Access and Hearing Loop
All conference areas have full wheelchair access, including the John Foster Hall
(dining area). Only the main Gilbert Murray Hall has a hearing loop, which will be
in use for the Keynote session.

Bookshop
The bookshop is located in the hospitality lounge (shown on the floor plan on the
previous page), and is run by The Kibworth Bookshop. 

Taxis
The reception desk has the telephone numbers of local taxi firms. You are strongly
advised to book taxis well in advance as local services are limited on a Sunday.

More information about local transport can be found on the conference website:
www.selfpublishingconference.org.uk

HOSPITALITY AND FACILITIES

16
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TIMETABLE AND VENUES

You will be issued with a personalised timetable for the conference when you collect your
badge and delegate’s pack. This will show which sessions you’ve signed up for and in what
rooms these are taking place. 

Please try to arrive promptly at sessions to keep disruption to others to a minimum.

Time Activity Location*

8.45-9.30am Registration Reception Area
Refreshments Hospitality Area

9.30-10.15am  Welcome Gilbert Murray Hall
Keynote Speech

10.15-11.15 Session 1 (A-E) Seminar rooms, see your personalised 
agenda for room location

11.15 -11.30            Refreshments Hospitality Area

11.35-13.00             Session 2 (A-F) Seminar rooms, see your personalised  
agenda for room location

13.00-14.00pm Lunch John Foster Hall 

14.00-15.15pm Session 3 (A-E) Seminar rooms, see your personalised   
agenda for room location

15.15-15.30pm Refreshments Hospitality Area

15.30-16.30pm Session 4 (A-E) Seminar rooms, see your personalised   
agenda for room location

*Room venues for sessions are subject to change. Refer to your personalised timetable for more up to
date information, and check the timetable outside each room for confirmation of the session being held.
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Matador Serious Self-Publishing

Matador has been assisting authors to self-publish, market and distribute
quality books and ebooks in all genres since 2000.  Matador leads
the way for quality within the self-publishing market for those who
are serious about self-publishing and selling their books and
ebooks. We offer trade representation through Star Book Sales for
commercial self-published titles, with distribution via Orca Books.

Matador is recommended in the Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook
(2008–14) to authors looking to self-publish, and by numerous
writers’ services, PR agencies and printers.

We also offer a full ebook only publishing, distribution and marketing service.
To convert your manuscript into both an ePub and Kindle ebook file, design a cover, and
distribute it to retailers (including Amazon, Apple, Waterstones, Barnes & Noble, WHS,
Kobo, BlinkBox, OverDrive, Google, plus thousands of libraries and online retailers
worldwide) costs just £350 for an average novel. 

We are unique among self-publishing companies in that we offer secure ebook
sales direct from our own webshop, meaning that our authors receive 85% of
the ebook sale price!

As with a book, however, getting an ebook available is the easy part –
marketing it to an online audience is far harder.  We now also offer
dedicated ebook marketing alongside our highly successful book
marketing service, including an active listing on the industry standard
NetGalley ebook review and media alert system. 

Use the QR code below on your smartphone to go direct to the ebook
pages on our website, or visit us at www.troubador.co.uk/matador and
click on ‘Ebooks’. If you’d like to discuss your book or ebook project,
you can also call Rachel Gregory or Jennifer Liptrot. 

“A new breed of self-publishing companies offer authors a
kind of halfway house between conventional self-publishing
and the commercial kind. Of these, the company that has

gone the furthest is Matador...” 
W&A Yearbook Guide to Getting Published, 

A&C Black

www.troubador.co.uk/matador
0116 279 2299   matador@troubador.co.uk
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Coming July 2014 from Matador

Childish Spirits by Rob Keeley
“The truth will set you free.”

When Ellie and her family move into Inchwood Manor, Ellie
quickly discovers strange things are happening. Who is the 
mysterious boy at the window? What secrets lie within the 
abandoned nursery? Who is the woman who haunts Ellie’s
dreams – and why has she returned to the Manor, after more 
than a century?

‘Rob has hit upon a formula that will win him a fanbase.’ – Jill Murphy, The Bookbag

Children’s fiction / Paperback / ISBN 9781783064618 / £7.99
Publication/film/TV rights to all Rob’s published books for children available through 

IPR License via Matador

Rob also offers editorial services: Proofreading, copyediting, manuscript critiques
Email wordsmithrk@hotmail.co.uk / www.robkeeley.co.uk

20
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THE IMPORTANCE OF WEB DESIGN 
AND BOOK COVERS

AIMEE BELL TELLS US WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE WORKSHOPS SHE IS HOSTING 

Aimee Bell has worked with authors from all over the world, including self-publishers and
international best-sellers. She started her own design consultancy, Author Design Studio. As well
as specialist website and book cover design, Aimee also offers training in the importance of social
media and enjoys the diversity of authors she has the chance to work with. Learn more at:
www.authordesignstudio.com

You are running two sessions on websites at this year’s event, how do they differ from each other?
The first session I’ll be hosting is an introduction to websites and how they can benefit new self-
publishing authors. We will be starting with the basics and working through the processes needed
to prepare a website to best present an author online. For authors who don’t have a website yet,
or for those who do but feel they need a little basic guidance, this will give them a much better
understanding of websites and what they can do to get an online presence. The second session
I’m hosting at this year’s conference came about after last year, where a lot of authors who already
had a good knowledge of their websites felt they needed an extra push to really get their brand
out there. In this second session, we’ll be looking at the power of social media, the importance of
drawing people to your website on a regular basis and how to keep it progressing.

You spoke at last year's Self-Publishing Conference; what were your impressions of the event, and
what are you looking forward to this year? 
Last year’s Conference was a great experience. I thoroughly enjoyed meeting everyone and hearing
the passion behind each writer and their work. There was a real buzz as like-minded people came
together and everyone received fantastic advice from the speakers as well as each other.

For authors unsure about having a website, what advice would you offer?
There are two main reasons why an author feels uncertain about having a website. The first is
that they don’t feel it’s worthwhile. To this, I say that a website is usually your only piece of
continuous promotion. It can remain online as long as you want it to and, with the right tools, can
run very easily with little effort. Whether there is an event you’ll be attending, a new review or a
new book, a website is the place where people know they’ll be able to find out your latest news.

The second issue I come across is that people feel a website, much
like social media, can be intrusive. The purpose of a website isn’t
to display your life for the online world to see, but to promote
yourself in a professional manner, and that’s exactly what I’ll be
discussing at the conference.

You’re also running the ‘Cover Clinic’ with Terry Compton (Matador)
again this year – what can authors expect from this?
The ‘Cover Clinic’ last year was a lot of fun – and author input was
central to this. This year we’ll get to talk about that old cliché; books
really are judged by their covers, and what self-publishing authors

21
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can do to better their chances at standing out from the crowd. We’ll compare well-known books
and the message their covers portray, as well as looking at book covers that authors bring in
themselves and offer some specific advice for authors’ covers in progress.

How important is cover design for a self-publishing author?
Cover design is important to every author, but self-publishing authors have both advantages and
disadvantages to contend with. Do you design it yourself, or ask a professional designer? In order
for readers to appreciate the content of your work, they first need to be attracted to your book!
Mainstream publishers have in-house designers and contacts to promote and sell your book, as
well as a reputable publishing house name to fall back on, but as the author you have little or no
control over how your book is presented to the world. For a self-publishing author, your cover really
is the first point of call for any reader, reviewer or bookshop. If it’s presented in a professional and
marketable way, they are far more likely to take notice. A well-designed cover is imperative to
making sales and attracting the right audience.

What other advice can you offer authors looking to get a web presence?
A web presence isn’t just about having a website and waiting for the sales to start rolling in. You
can put in a little or a lot of effort, and it goes a long way to sustaining a strong online author
platform. Social media, blogs and book trailers are just some of the ‘extras’ to draw readers into
interacting online, and it can be a lot of fun too. If an author is finding the prospect of a web
presence daunting, I’d advise doing it one step at a time and having a basic website designed. A
good website designer can then guide you into utilising its full potential as and when you’re ready.

VIRGILE’S VINEYARD
A Year in the Languedoc Wine Country

Patrick explores the world of Languedoc wine
among a colourful cast of characters including
Virgile, a young local wine-maker who offers
to initiate him into the mysteries of each 
season’s work in the fields and in the cellar.

ISBN 9781783062355 | eISBN 9781783067725

ARRAZAT’S AUBERGINES
Inside a Languedoc Kitchen

Returning to his challenging home in 
southern France, Patrick soon finds himself
spending a year ‘backstage’ sharing the 
triumphs, disasters and hard work in a small
but serious French restaurant kitchen.

ISBN 9781783062713 | eISBN 9781783067893

What else is there for a boy
like me?
Patrick abandons a successful career and
heads for India. Where better, he thinks, to try
to reinvent his life? But there’s also a bigger
challenge: transforming the life of a young 
Indian from a primitive desert village...

ISBN 9781783062812 | eISBN 9781783067886

NOW AVAILABLE
by Patrick Moon

Available  as  paperback (£9.99)  and ebook (£5.99)
Order  now from www.troubador.co.uk

WWW.KEEPCALMANDCARRYONDATING.COM
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FROM SELF-PUBLISHING TO MAINSTREAM –
AND BACK AGAIN

POLLY COURTNEY TELLS US WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE WORKSHOP SHE IS HOSTING

Polly Courtney is the author of seven novels and is a regular commentator on TV and radio. She
rose to fame in 2006 with her semi-autobiographical account of life in the Square Mile, Golden
Handcuffs. She went on to write Poles Apart and a raft of books covering themes such as sexism,
racism, ‘lads’ mag’ culture and the wealth divide, all with a light-hearted, humorous slant. In late
2011, on the publication of her sixth novel, It’s a Man’s World, Courtney famously walked out on
her publisher, HarperCollins, frustrated by the ‘chick lit’ titles and covers being assigned to her
books. She went on to self-publish her future novels and now gives regular masterclasses in self-
publishing. Connect with Polly online: http://pollycourtney.com

What will delegates learn from attending your workshop: From self-publishing to mainstream and
back again?
I’ll be talking candidly about my experiences having got that ‘golden ticket’ – the traditional
publishing deal – and how they compared to my expectations. I’ll be pulling apart the components
of the publishing process and sharing my knowledge of what happens at each stage in both the
traditional world and in self-publishing. I’ll also be giving tips for writers who want to get the best
out of their situation, whether they’re heading down the self-publishing path or the traditional
route.

You’re very passionate about self-publishing, but what aspects of the process do you enjoy the
most?
It's the combination of creativity and business that I love. Being a self-publisher is like being an
entrepreneur. You’re in charge of making sure the ‘product’ is top quality, but you’re also
responsible for making sure the figures add up, the distribution is right for your audience and
your marketing gets you the best exposure. It’s not about doing everything
yourself; it’s about surrounding yourself with the very best team and being
in control. You’ll hear me talk a lot about the importance of collaboration in
self-publishing.

How important are events like The Self-Publishing Conference to
budding authors and what will they gain by attending?
For anyone who is serious about self-publishing, these

events are critical. There
are certain tools you
need in your toolkit to
begin the publishing journey
and The Self-Publishing
Conference is a place where
you can get an idea of what
those tools might be. You’ll learn
about the skills and mindset
required, but more importantly,
you’ll meet people: people who can
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Self
Publishing

The

EXPERIENCE

If you’re an author considering self-publishing your work, finding out how to go about it, what
can realistically be achieved and what your options are can be a daunting prospect. So from
the UK’s most widely-recommended self-publishing services publisher, the UK’s only dedicated

self-publishing magazine and three of the UK’s leading book manufacturers comes The Self-
Publishing Experience – From Manuscript to Market – a day spent with staff from Matador and
The Self-Publishing Magazine, and staff from one of the UK’s three leading print companies. 

The Experience Days are held either at TJ International’s factory complex in Padstow, Cornwall;
Berforts’ factory in Stevenage, Herts; or CPI’s Antony Rowe division in Chippenham, Wiltshire.
The Self-Publishing Experience looks at all aspects of publishing a book or ebook, from editing to
design, print on demand to digital printing, distribution to marketing… and much, much more.

If you’re considering self-publishing as an option for your own work and want to find out more,
The Self-Publishing Experience could be for you. Our aim is to demystify the self-publishing
process, explain what your options are as a self-publisher, look realistically at what you can expect
from self-publishing, and demonstrate the processes involved in putting a book or ebook together.
The days are designed to be an informal look at all aspects of the publishing, distribution and
marketing processes. The involvement of participants is actively encouraged, and there is ample
time to ask questions and for discussion. 

Attendance at each day is limited and is on a first-come-first-served basis. Registration costs just
£20 per person, and includes the Day, morning coffee, a buffet lunch, afternoon tea and the factory
tour. Registration is via through the Experience Day website. The next Experience Days are being
held on the following dates and locations:

Wednesday 7th May 2014, Antony Rowe, Chippenham
Thursday 26th June 2014, Berforts, Stevenage

Wednesday 17th September 2014, TJ International, Padstow

For up to the minute details and online registration, visit The Self Publishing Experience website:

www.selfpublishingexperience.co.uk

Matador
Self

Publishing
The

M AG A Z I N E
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help you and people who are on the same path as you. I’ve made some really good writer friends
at conferences who still give me tips, support and ideas even now.

What have been the key factors in the rise of self-publishing?
The internet has played a big part; there was once a time when a reader had to walk into a
bookstore and browse a small selection of titles that had been chosen by a small group of people
and written by an even smaller number of authors. The internet (and in particular, Amazon) has
made that selection infinitely broad. This is both good and bad for budding authors. It means the
barriers to getting ‘published’ have been bashed right down, but it also means the challenge of
being heard amid all the white noise is increasingly hard. I’ll be giving a few tips on how I’ve
managed to do this in my talk.

What’s the best piece of advice you would give to anyone thinking about self-publishing?
COLLABORATE. Too many writers shy away from showing their book to anyone before publication,
for fear of someone stealing their idea. This is actually not a risk. The biggest risk is only seeing
that your book is ripped to shreds by reviewers on Amazon or Goodreads because you didn’t get
it structurally edited, or because you skipped the proof-reading stage or because you didn’t
collaborate with a professional cover designer. If nothing else, the more people you bring along
on the journey, the more advocates you’ll have come publication day.

Stalked by a 
black bear...

A close shave with 
a buffalo...

Mugged by a 
gang of racoons...

These are just a few of  the adventures Andrew 

Earnshaw experiences as he attempts to 

circumnavigate North America by motorcycle in 2009.

In doing so he discovers a land and two countries that

feature a number of  different divides –

political, cultural, national and geographical.

Far Horizons: Across The Great Divide

Paperback ISBN 9781780885285 £10.00
Ebook eISBN 9781780885810 £6.00

www.upstreamdatasolutions.com

The perfect guidebook for

your smartphone or tablet

Fancy a 
Cuppa 
by the 
Cathedral?

Buy the
ebook here!

by Simon Duffin
eISBN 9781783068685  • £3.99

www.fancyacuppa.co.uk
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BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND ENDINGS: 
STRUCTURING A CHILDREN’S BOOK

LOUISE JORDAN TELLS US WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE WORKSHOP SHE IS HOSTING

Louise Jordan is the founder of The Writers’ Advice Centre for Children’s Books, a literary consultancy
service offering all kinds of advice and training to children’s writers. Before founding the Centre,
Louise worked as Head Reader for Puffin – a role she has only recently given up in order to
concentrate on the Advice Centre full time. She is also the author of How to Write for Children and
Get Published (Piatkus) and currently writes the children’s writing pages for Writers’ Forum. Learn
more at: www.writersadvice.co.uk

What will delegates learn from attending your workshop, Beginning, Middle and Endings:
Structuring a Children’s Book?
The most common problem I see in manuscripts written by new, unpublished writers is a lack of
tight plotting. My workshop will take writers back to basics and show them how to create a strong
story with a beginning, middle and end. Using examples from published books, we will examine
story structure and discuss why it is so important to come up with a strong, pacey opening – no
matter what age group you are writing for. There will also be a chance for delegates to read extracts
from their own work and invite constructive criticism in a supportive group environment.

How important are events like The Self-Publishing Conference to budding authors and what will
they gain by attending?
Writing is a lonely old business and even more so if you are planning on ‘going it alone’ as far as
publishing is concerned. In my experience, events like The Self-Publishing Conference are as
much about networking and meeting like-minded colleagues as they are about learning and
information.

Have you seen an increase in people seeking to write or self-publish children's books? 
Self-publishing has become extremely affordable and I would say that over half the writers
approaching us at The Writers’ Advice Centre are now either planning to self-publish as a first

option, or are planning on self-publishing if they can’t interest a
retail publisher in their work. This is vastly different to when I
started the Centre twenty years ago. Back then, not only was self-
publishing prohibitively expensive, it was also frowned upon by the
movers and shakers in the publishing world. Even at The Writers’
Advice Centre we would advise people NOT to self-publish, whereas
now the exact opposite is true in the majority of cases.

What trends in publishing do you see impacting on self-publishing
in the future?
I think that future trends in publishing can only impact upon self-
publishing in a positive way. The growth of the digital medium is
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going to be an area to watch, as is the growth of small, independent publishers. We are about to
become a small publisher with the launch of our imprint Wacky Bee. Initially this will be a list of
shorter books for six–11 year olds.  More on that to follow in the coming months!

What’s the best piece of advice you would give to anyone thinking about self-publishing?
Anyone can publish a book so long as they are prepared to pay for it. The challenge is whether you
can sell your book and make it work financially. The best piece of advice I can give to anyone thinking
about self-publishing is to follow exactly the same rules as you would if approaching a mainstream
publisher. It’s all about getting your targeting right. If you do that then you can’t go far wrong!

WHAT HAS SELF-PUBLISHING DONE 
FOR WRITERS?

ALYSOUN OWEN TELLS US WHAT TO EXPECT IN THE KEYNOTE SPEECH SHE IS
PRESENTING AT THE SELF-PUBLISHING CONFERENCE (MARCH 30TH, LEICESTER)

WWW.SELFPUBLISHINGCONFERENCE.ORG.UK

Alysoun Owen is a publisher with over 20 year’s experience as a commissioning editor and running
her own publishing consultancy business. She has been the Editor of the Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook
and the Children’s Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook for three years and is a regular speaker on how to
get published at literary festivals and writer events.

You are giving the keynote speech at the 2014 conference, what can self-publishing authors expect
to hear from you during this session?
I want to consider what it is that self-publishing has opened up to writers – not merely the positives
of revenue streams, speed to market – but the writerly benefits: the opportunities for working in
new creative ways, of being experimental and working more collaboratively with other writers: of
writing differently. There are some inspiring things happening with author cooperatives,

authorpreneur ventures, crowdsource funding too, which enhance
the view that self-publishing has had an important democratising
effect on both the publishing world and the world of reading. And
as note of caution, I’d like authors to be reminded that it might be
easy to self-publish, but that writing is still (mostly) hard work.

What have been the key factors in the recent rise of self-publishing
do you think?
In a nutshell:

• ease of going it alone (thanks to the likes of Amazon KDP and
CreateSpace etc)
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• technology – the Internet allows us to publish more, more often, more cheaply
• author control and direct access to readership
• impatience with the traditional publishing industry
• speed to market
• great for short fiction, experimental fiction and niche genres
• cost-effective and low-risk for writer
• fashion – we can therefore we do

How has the Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook changed over the years to benefit self-publishing
authors?
Each year we review the content and structure of the Yearbooks and try and make them as useful
as possible to writers whatever stage they are at. I’ve been the Editor for three years now, and
want the Yearbook  to be both a barometer of what’s taking place across the media industries
and also a guidebook to navigating the media worlds. To that end, last year (the 2014 edition),
we added a new section to both the main Yearbook and the Children’s Writers’ & Artists’ Yearbook
on ‘Digital and self-publishing’. This brings together articles from industry insiders, such as
Bookseller Editor Philip Jones, publishers, authors (best-seller Nick Spalding) and covers all
aspects of both digital books (which have of course been around for a while now) and the massive
explosion in self-publishing. We have advice on selecting a self-publishing provider, marketing
yourself and your electronic books, managing social media. For the 2015 edition, we will be
updating our listings of self-publishing providers. Each of these is reviewed and vetted. We are
building this list slowly as we become satisfied that new-comers in the market are reputable
operations that we feel happy to recommend to our readers. Of course, all articles and listings in
the Yearbook – all 800+ pp – are relevant to self-published authors!

How important are events like The Self-Publishing Conference to budding authors and what will
they gain by attending?
I think they can be extremely valuable as a way to ask questions and for authors to probe more
deeply into the possible pros and cons of the various publishing options open to them. They are
of course great fun and a valuable opportunity to network with other writers, publishers and the
like.

What’s the best piece of advice you would give to anyone thinking about self-publishing?
Do your homework! I’m a real stickler for getting things done properly and being as professional
as possible: for your own sense of achievement and also so that you can sell something of quality
too. Always read the small print when looking at what self-publishing providers are offering, don't
sign a contract without reading it all first, and decide what it is you want to achieve and how much
time you have yourself to devote to DIY publishing. All common sense things really, but so many
rush in without studying the possible options available to them. Also, be a harsh critic of your own
work – make it the very best it can be. Edit, rewrite, re-edit until you can't bear to do so any more!
And of course, all the best writers are great readers too.
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START
HERE

PUBLISHING 
YOUR OWN 
BOOK?

PUBL
YOU

SelfPublishedAuthor.com 
by Bowker® is the fi rst stop 
in publishing and selling your 
book. We provide you with 
the resources to help you 
reach your audience. 

www.selfpublishedauthor.com

SelfPublishedAuthor
by Bowker

™

Paperfairy offers a full range of editorial services to 
self-publishing authors – from proofreads to copy edits, 

from typing to critical assessments of manuscripts 
– and all at affordable prices. 

Paperfairy is run by a former journalist with many years of 
editing experience who specialises in working with 

self-publishing authors, so whatever stage of the process you 
are at, why not get in touch!

www.paperfairy.org.uk
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Comment on
The 1st Self-Publishing Conference 2013

Judy Hodgetts
“I just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed the conference

yesterday. It was interesting, informative and very professionally organised.
Thank you.”

@MarissadeLuna
“Great self publishing conference yesterday”

@CathyBramley
“SPConf2013 was great! Really useful info from Matador, plus Nielsen,

Smith Publicity and TJ International!”

Imran Siddiq 
“The organising of the conference was exquisite… All of the sessions were

tabled by experts in the field. In addition, all of them were human,
accommodating and willing to listen. There were no egos, no promoting of

credentials, and not a hint of slacking.”

@WriteReadEdit
“Thank you for a well-organised, well-run conference. Really useful info for

my study & a lovely venue!”

@TheAuthorWorks
“Thank you for a superb day. So many fantastic authors and speakers”

@wherrymansweb
“A right old slog to Leicester in the snow for self-publishing conference.

But worth every mile. Nice work Matador.”

@catcopycreative
“Thanks to all at Matador for a fantastic day. Feeling inspired after

#SPConf2013!”
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How Do You Write A Book That Sells 
Over A Million Copies?

Advice from the most successful authors alive today…

Plus:

www.MillionaireAuthorsBootcamp.com/book

JEFFREY ARCHER – author of
270 million books sold.

ANNE RICE – author of 
100 million books sold.

ERIC CARLE – author of 
100 million books sold.

Oxford writers indd 1 18/11/2013 10:28
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